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Abstract. Understanding wet avalanche intensity and the role of past environmental changes on wet avalanche occurrence is a main concern especially in the context of a warming climate and accelerated environmental mutations. Avalanches are closely related to fast cryosphere changes and may cause major threats to human society. Here, we used the sedimentary archive of the Alpine Lake Lauvitel (Lac du Lauvitel; western French Alps) to establish the first long-term avalanche record in this Alpine region. For this purpose, we used a novel CT-scan methodology that allows the precise identification of coarse material – from sand to pebble – transported to the lake and embedded within the finer continuous sedimentation. We identified a total of 166 deposits over the last 3300 yr cal. BP. In parallel, a detailed pollen analysis gave an independent record of environmental changes. Based on modern observation, lake monitoring, seismic investigations and sedimentological evidences, coarse material deposits were attributed to wet avalanche events. Our results highlight the effect of vegetation cover on the avalanche hazard while a period of strong frequency increase occurred after 780 yr cal. BP. In Lake Lauvitel, this period corresponds to a major forest clearance induced by the rise of human land use. Climate forcing on the avalanche hazard was investigated before and after the vegetation shift. On a multcentennial scale, wet avalanches preferably occur during periods of larger glacier extent, in which higher winter precipitation probably generates a sufficiently thick snow cover. On a sub-centennial scale, avalanches are more frequent during periods of relative warming, resulting in a destabilization of the same snow cover in spring season. Our results highlight as well the role of forest cover in mitigating wet snow avalanches’ occurrence. In the context of predicted warmer temperatures, this study raises the question of whether a wet avalanche hazard increase may be expected in the near future especially at higher altitudes.

1 Introduction

Avalanche hazard is one of the major threats to human societies in mountain environments, and in the context of warmer temperatures, avalanche occurrence patterns will likely be modified by a reduction of dry snowpack and an increase in wet snowpack (Castebrunet et al., 2014). Complex meteorological conditions over a period of days to several weeks control the snowpack stabilization, and occurrence of wet avalanches highly depends on temperature conditions because they are more likely to occur when the average daily temperature exceeds 0 °C (Baggi and Schweizer, 2009). Furthermore, regional models are predicting an increase in wet avalanche activity for the coming decades, mostly related to an earlier occurrence in the spring season and an avalanche risk expected at higher altitude (Lazar and Williams, 2008; Castebrunet et al., 2014). In this study, we focus on wet avalanches, considered as dense flows characterized by wet snow in which liquid water content is around 3 vol%–
15 vol % (Fierz et al., 2009). Those glide on the substratum and are able to transport coarse detrital sediments such as gravels and pebbles (Luckman, 1977; Moore et al., 2013). Within the last 40 years, snow cover duration has decreased, and the number of wet snow avalanches in the springtime is increasing (Valt and Paola, 2013; Ancey and Bain, 2015). For risk management, it is crucial to understand processes favoring the occurrence of such events over long periods. In this context, it could be valuable to develop a natural archive in which those events and their potential triggering factors are recorded. In that aim, most studies have used dendrochronology and tree-ring growth disturbances to date and identify avalanche events (Corona et al., 2010; Martin and Germain, 2016). This methodology (i) allows annual resolution dating, (ii) estimates avalanche extension and (iii) provides natural chronicles of up to several centuries. However, long-scale records of avalanche hazards remain scarce. Multiple millennial-scale avalanche records on a regional basis would improve the understanding of avalanche occurrence and allow long-term comparison with existing climate and environmental change records (Stoffel and Bollschweiler, 2008). In addition, natural vegetation cover in the Alps was modified by human practices (Touflan et al., 2010), and potential tree-ring-based avalanche records may have been altered. In this context, lake sediment archives can provide an alternative, with the advantage of providing (i) longer archives and (ii) the coeval record of other environmental parameters such as erosion or vegetation dynamics. However, to record avalanche events in lake sediment, the watershed connected to the lake system must present steep slopes and corridors that can channel sediment to the lake. The detection of avalanche deposits in lake sediment is based on the identification of poorly sorted sediment with coarse grains in a fine matrix (Nesje et al., 2007; Vasskog et al., 2011), as opposed to debris flow deposits, characterized by fining upward trend with a coarse grain base (Iversion, 1997; Sletten et al., 2003). Classically, those coarse grains were identified using a wet sieving technique, which is still a time-consuming and destructive method. Lake Lauvitel (Lac du Lauvitel) is located in the western French Alps and has preserved gravels originating from wet avalanches within its sediment. We based our avalanche chronicle on a novel CT-scan methodology to precisely reference and quantify the coarse grains in the lake sediment (Fouinat et al., 2017a). This avalanche chronicle includes the flood deposit occurrence and palynological analysis over the last 3300 yr cal. BP, allowing us to discuss the respective impact of past human and climate forcing on long-term wet avalanche occurrence patterns.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Study area

Lake Lauvitel (44.96667° N, 6.05000° E), 1500 m a.s.l. (meters above sea level) is located in the western French Alps, 35 km southeast of Grenoble (Fig. 1). The total drainage area is approximately 15.1 km², and the lake surface covers 0.35 km². This lake was formed by a natural dam created by a large rockslide dated by Beryllium exposure age back to 4.7 ± 0.4 kyr 10Be (Delunel et al., 2010). The porous outlet through the dam induces a seasonal water table height variation of approximately 20 m, with a maximum height reached in July (61 m) and a minimum in May (40 m). From late December to early May, the lake surface is frozen, and snow covers most of the drainage area. The maximum watershed elevation is 3169 m a.s.l., and the bedrock is mainly composed of granite and gneiss with minor outcrops of Triassic limestone. The Petit Embernard torrent drains a regularly sloped (10°) subcatchment, and a large delta has formed at the lake entrance. Two smaller streams (Plan Vianney and Hérithère) are present on the western side of the lake and are characterized by steep slopes of approximately 40°. Three gullies (C1, C2 and C3) are also present, and snow accumulation resulting from avalanche deposition is sometimes observed during the spring season at the bottom of the gullies (Fouinat et al., 2017a). Current vegetation cover in the watershed is composed of a spruce forest present around only the deltaic form south of the lake. The western part of the watershed exhibits vegetation composed of shrubs (Juniperus and Alnus) especially in the vicinity of the avalanche corridors of the C2 and C3 gullies. Based on direct observations in the western part of the watershed, shrubs can also be associated with isolated trees, mostly Abies and Pinus Cembra. The higher-altitude vegetation can be described as an Alpine lawn, especially in the southern part of the watershed. The lake is situated in the restricted area of Écrins National Park, and since 1995, the southern part of the watershed has been one of the only integrally protected areas in France, where human presence is strictly prohibited, allowing for the regrowth of natural vegetation.

2.2 Lake coring

A 15.46 m long sediment core was extracted in July 2011 using a Uwitec piston coring device installed on a coring platform. The core was retrieved from the deepest part of the lake at 61 m depth (44.96898333° N, 6.06258333° E). The sediment sequence LAU11 (IGSN: IEFRa0071; codes refer to an open international database, www.geosamples.org, last access: 11 August 2018) was composed of five overlapping coring holes, LAU11-01, LAU11-02, LAU11-03, LAU11-04 and LAU11-07, respectively, made of 9, 2, 1, 1 and 5 sections. The high number of coring holes is due to the presence of gravel and stones layers, sometimes impenetrable, but insures a 1 m sediment overlap providing a continuous record. A short gravity core (LAU11P2) was also taken to provide a well-preserved water–sediment interface that was subsequently correlated to the composite sequence. Sediment cores were split into two halves at the EDYTEM laboratory. Each section was described in detail and pictures were taken...
2.3 High-resolution seismic survey

In September 2012, we acquired about 15 km of high-resolution seismic profiles in Lake Lauvitel (28 profiles; Fig. 3). Positioning of seismic profiles was obtained using a GPS system with its antenna directly mounted on the seismic profiler. The seismic profiler was the IKB-Seistec, a boomer plate associated with a line-in-cone short streamer (Simpkin and Davis, 1993). This seismic profiler dedicated to shallow waters allowed us to obtain profiles in the lake system. The band-pass frequency was 1 to 10 kHz, giving a vertical resolution of about 20 cm. A 50 J power supply was selected. The shot interval was 250 ms, corresponding to distance between adjacent traces of about 25 cm for a ship speed of about 2 knots.

2.4 Sedimentary analysis

The grain size distribution on most of the identified layers was measured with a 5 mm sampling step using a Malvern Mastersizer 800 laser particle sizer. Ultrasons were used to dissociate particles and to avoid flocculation. We then used the median (Q50) and the coarsest (Q90) fractions, in addition to the sorting parameter to characterize interbedded deposits (Mulder et al., 2001; Passega, 1964; Vasskog et al., 2011; Wilhelm et al., 2015b).

2.5 CT-scan imagery

Several layers of gravel-sized mineralogic particles were identified in the LAU11 sediment sequence. To characterize the coarse fraction, a CT-scan analysis was performed on split sediment cores at the Hôpitaux Universitaires de Genève (HUG) following the methodology from Fouinat et al. (2017a). The entire composite sediment sequence was divided into 15,445 frames of 1 mm thickness. Image resolution parameter was set to 512 × 512 pixels, with a pixel corresponding to 500 × 500 µm. Images were then stacked using the ImageJ Fiji application (Schindelin et al., 2012) to obtain 0.25 mm³ resolution voxels (i.e., volumetric pixels) for the sediment sequence. Image treatments were performed using...
the 3-D object counter plugin (Bolte and Cordelieres, 2006). First, we isolated the highest-density values recovered in the sediment cores in order to identify the densest sedimentary elements corresponding to the outlier presence of gravel-size mineralogic element within the finer sediment matrix. The 3-D object counter was used to reconstruct the precise depth in a 3-D coordinate system (Fouinat et al., 2017a).

2.6 Palynological analysis

In total, 32 samples of 1 cm$^3$ of sediment were taken along the sequence between 0.09 and 15.41 m at variable intervals within the event-free sedimentation for better grain preservation and more accurate statistical representation. The samples were prepared for pollen analysis following the standard acetylation and hydrofluoric acid method (Faegri et al., 1989). The pollen sum was at least 500 grains. The software package GpalWin (Goey, 1988) was used to construct pollen diagrams.

2.7 Chronology

The chronology of the Lake Lauvitel sediment sequence is based on short-lived radionuclides $^{226}$Ra, $^{210}$Pb, $^{241}$Am and
137Cs (Fouinat et al., 2017a), with non-regular sampling following facies distinction avoiding thick beds. In complement, we selected 19 samples on terrestrial plant macroremains for 14C measurements. Those were performed by an accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) at the Poznań Radio-carbon Laboratory and at the Laboratoire de Mesure 14C (LMC14) ARTEMIS at the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) Institute at Saclay (Table 1). The 14C ages were converted to “calendar” years using the calibration curve IntCal13 (Reimer et al., 2013). The age–depth model was then generated using R software and the R-code package “Clam” version 2.2 (Blaauw, 2010).

3 Results

3.1 Seismic survey

The Lauvitel lake basin consists of a shallow northern area and a deep southern area. The northern area displays sediment accumulation of less than 2 ms twt lying on an acoustic basement, whereas the southern basin exhibits a succession of subhorizontal medium- to strong-amplitude reflectors increasingly discontinuous with depth (Fig. 2). The deepest strong-amplitude reflector is lying at approximately 18.8 ms twt. However, clear identification of substratum upper surface was not possible probably related to signal attenuation. The 03_6 profile shot along a W–E direction shows two units (Fig. 2 in red) pinching out toward the east, displaying a chaotic internal configuration and multiple reflectors downlapping on two strong-amplitude subhorizontal reflectors lying at 11.8 and 17.3 ms twt. Thinner units pinching out basinward (Fig. 2 in blue) are based on subhorizontal and strong-amplitude reflectors and topped by an undulated surface displaying convex-up reflectors.

3.2 Sedimentology

3.2.1 Core description and lithology

Based on macroscopic observations, grain size analysis and CT-scan imagery we identified four different facies in the LAU11 sediment sequence. F1 is composed of homogeneous to finely laminated silty mud. Two subclasses can be distinguished according to grain size parameters; F1A is characterized by a homogeneous median value (Q50) around 13.5 µm and low sorting values (<2.7) (Fig. 3a).

On the contrary, F1G was characterized by the presence coarse grains and higher sorting values (>2.6). In F1G, CT high-density filter analysis reveals the presence of multiple pebbles disposed in layers parallel to surrounding lamina, expressed as a count of gravels in a 5 mm sediment thickness (Fig. 3a). In this figure, an example of F1G layer is shown where 14 individual pebbles were identified. Whereas most of the 166 F1G layers had thicknesses comprised between 0.2 and 5.4 cm, we found three outstanding layers of 48.5, 52 and 54 cm, respectively, at 6.35, 8.49 and 14.58 m of depth. The 52 cm layer (Fig. 3b) exhibits a multimodal grain size distribution characterized by median values of 38 to 114 µm, coarser percentile of 313 to 374 µm and bad sorting values (>3.4), with no indication of a fining upward trend. Macroscopic observations revealed the presence of multiple coarse grains in this layer, supported by CT high-density filter identification of numerous dense objects (gravels and pebbles). The corresponding graph of pebble counts has identified a total of 355 individuals, but based on the CT images the number of individuals is more likely to be higher. The difference could be due to the proximity of individual pebbles making it difficult to identify them separately by image analysis. The multimodal grain size distribution indicates the input of a coarse sandy fraction accompanied by pebbles within a fine sediment matrix in accordance with a previous study on the upper sediment sequence of Lake Lauvitel (Fouinat et al., 2017a). Additionally, we found no evidence of erosive base on these FIG layers, and no gradation indicating transport by water current; thus, F1G layers are interpreted as mass-wasting deposits (Fouinat et al., 2018).

F1 is interbedded with a total number of 153 normally graded beds, characterized by a coarse sandy layer at the bottom to a progressively thinning upward silt size sequence. These layers are identified as facies F2. They are almost always associated with a thin white clay-rich layer identified as facies F3. Sometimes, the presence of pebbles was identified in the upper part of F2 and may either be related to the lamina deformation during coring, penetration of individual pebbles while deposited on unconsolidated sediment at the bottom of the lake or transported by a turbidity flow (Fig. 3). Due to their detrital-rich content and the fining upward trend (F2 plus F3) sequences represent high-energy deposits interpreted as turbidites. The origin of each deposit is discussed in Sect. 4.1.

Plotting the median grain size versus the coarsest and sorting parameter (Fig. 3c) highlights two distinct patterns. The normally graded beds (F2 plus F3) have a positive correlation of $r = 0.89$ (n = 315, p value: $<2.2 \times 10^{-10}$), and the mass-wasting deposit layers have a correlation of $r = 0.90$ (n = 31, p value: $9.24 \times 10^{-13}$) and higher Q90 values for an equivalent Q50. The differentiation between the two facies is particularly clear for high median value samples showing, respectively, higher Q90 and sorting values for the mass-wasting deposits compared to turbidites. In contrast, F1A shows almost no grain size changes and thus has a low-energy depositional environment.

3.2.2 Correlation between seismic and sedimentary results

The base of the two units (Fig. 2 in red) and the strongest reflector, found, respectively, at 11.8, 17.3 and 18.8 ms twt correspond to 5.9, 8.6 and 15.3 m of sediment depth using an mean acoustic velocity of 1630 ms$^{-1}$. Basal strong-amplitude reflectors are indicative of strong acoustic
Table 1. Radiocarbon ages for LAU11 sediment sequence. Bold samples are excluded dates in the age model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Lab. code</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>$^{14}$C yr BP</th>
<th>BP range (cal. yr)</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAU1102A-1</td>
<td>Poz-57964</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>150 ± 30</td>
<td>0–283</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101E1-1</td>
<td>Poz-55504</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>145 ± 30</td>
<td>3–284</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101B-1</td>
<td>Poz-55502</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>325 ± 30</td>
<td>307–468</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101D1-1</td>
<td>Poz-55503</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>850 ± 30</td>
<td>691–896</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101D2-1</td>
<td>Poz-57963</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>915 ± 30</td>
<td>764–919</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101B-1</td>
<td>Poz-55501</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>1435 ± 30</td>
<td>1296–1378</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101E1-1</td>
<td>Poz-57955</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>1500 ± 35</td>
<td>1310–1531</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101E1-2</td>
<td>Poz-57956</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>1490 ± 30</td>
<td>1307–1513</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101E2-1</td>
<td>Poz-57958</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>1725 ± 30</td>
<td>1305–1704</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAU1101E2-2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poz-55505</strong></td>
<td><strong>1108</strong></td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td><strong>1875 ± 30</strong></td>
<td><strong>1728–1879</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F1-1</td>
<td>Poz-54236</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>2080 ± 30</td>
<td>1953–2138</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F1-2</td>
<td>Poz-54237</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>2270 ± 30</td>
<td>2160–2348</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F1-3</td>
<td>Poz-57959</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>Roots</td>
<td>2150 ± 30</td>
<td>2010–2304</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F1-4</td>
<td>Poz-54238</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td>2215 ± 35</td>
<td>2324–2150</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F2-1</td>
<td>Poz-57960</td>
<td>1412</td>
<td>Tree bark</td>
<td>2400 ± 30</td>
<td>2348–2678</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAU1101F2-2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poz-54239</strong></td>
<td><strong>1445</strong></td>
<td>Twig</td>
<td><strong>2990 ± 30</strong></td>
<td><strong>3069–3321</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101F2-3</td>
<td>Poz-57962</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>2600 ± 30</td>
<td>2716–2811</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101G-1</td>
<td>Poz-54240</td>
<td>1516</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>2925 ± 30</td>
<td>2975–3163</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAU1101G-2</td>
<td>Poz-57972</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>Plant macroremains</td>
<td>3070 ± 35</td>
<td>3182–3366</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Pollen record

The pollen diagram of Lake Lauvitel is expressed as percentages calculated from the total sum (Fig. 5). At 6.35 m, we identified a sharp vegetation change. From 15.45 to 6.35 m, the majority of the pollen came from trees and shrubs, accounting for 65% to 90% of the pollen sum. The large representation of *Pinus*, *Abies* and *Picea* in the tree pollen can be interpreted as the presence of a spruce forest in the watershed, probably a larger one than is there today. Current vegetation maps show the presence of such a forest but only at the southern part of the lake and associated with several isolated *Abies* and *Pinus cembra* trees in the western steep slopes. The palynological results suggest a more expansive forest than currently exists that probably also extended to the western watershed slopes. *Alnus* is present in 10% to 25% of the total pollen count, which is quite an important proportion because they grow close to a source of water or in avalanche corridors. *Alnus* pollen, in this case, may be over-represented due to the tributary transport. In addition, below 6.35 m, we found some evidence of *Rumex* and *Plantago*, providing evidence for a limited but present grazing pressure, as well as traces of *Cerealia*. Overall, the pollen record provides evidence of the presence of human practices in the watershed, and these practices may have increased until a major vegetation change that is recorded 6.35 m depth in the sequence. Indeed, above this depth, the *Poaceae* proportion rapidly exceeds more than 50% of the pollen sum, and tree pollen, especially *Pinus*, *Picea* and *Abies*, exhibits a sharp decline. The decline of tree pollen coincides with an increase in the percentages of undetermined monolete spores, and no change in *Polypodium* and *Pteridium*, which are also issued from ferns. From 6.35 m to the top of the sequence, we observe an increase in the anthropic taxa percentages. *Rumex* and *Plantago* were already present before and exhibit an increase, mirroring a rise in the grazing pressure, associated with the presence of *Cerealia* and *Juglans*, evidence of crops and tree gardening. Based on the pollen record, the maximum anthropic pressure is reached approximately at 4.58 m, when the *Juniperus* bushes reached a maximum, the *Picea* disappeared, and there were very low percentages of *Abies* and *Pinus*. From 1.3 m to the top, pollen results show a progressive increase in trees probably expressing the continued decrease in land use in this watershed.

3.5 Chronology

The recent sediment deposition study by Fouinat et al. (2017a) was based on short-lived radionuclides of which $^{210}\text{Pb}$ excess was calculated as the difference between total $^{210}\text{Pb}$ and $^{226}\text{Ra}$ activities. The low values of $^{210}\text{Pb}_{\text{ex}}$ were excluded to reconstruct a synthetic sedimentary record fol-
following Arnaud et al. (2002). We obtained a mean accumulation rate of 3.7 ± 0.3 mm yr\(^{-1}\) with age uncertainties derived from the standard error from the linear regression of the CFCS model (Goldberg, 1963). These low values of \(^{210}\)Pb\(_{ex}\) were attributed to flood deposits from the nearby Vénéon Valley historical flood record from the RTM-ONF database (http://rtm-onf.ifn.fr/, last access: 26 February 2017). In addition, a total of 19 radiocarbon analyses were performed on plant macroremains, twigs, leaves, tree bark and roots collected in the 15.44 m sediment sequence (Table 1). Among the results from the 19 samples, two dates were excluded from the age–depth model because they were considered too old, probably due to reworked material from the watershed. To develop a well-constrained chronology, we removed the results from the 19 samples, two dates were excluded from the age–depth model because they were considered too old, probably due to reworked material from the watershed.

Figure 6. (a) Age–depth model for entire LAU11 sediment sequence including instantaneous deposits based on short-lived radionuclides and radiocarbon derived ages. (b) Synthetic age–depth model free of events for LAU11.

4 Discussion

4.1 Event layers

4.1.1 Flood-induced deposits

Normally graded beds identified by F2 plus F3 are common features in lake sediments where they are generally attributed to turbidity currents related to mass movements or flood deposits (Sturm and Matter, 1978; Arnaud et al., 2002; Gilli et al., 2013). In the Q90–Q50 diagram (Fig. 2c), the linear fit suggests an increase of coarser sediment transported and deposited with higher values of median, which was attributed to a sedimentary process regulated by water currents (Passaga, 1964; Wilhelm et al., 2012b, 2015). The presence of terrestrial macroremains also suggests turbidity currents originating from the lake catchment. Within some of the turbidites, the presence of pebbles was identified. The pebbles’ position within this deposit is quite random because they could be found in the coarse base as well as in the silty clay top of deposits. This feature does not suggest transport of gravels with water current, especially as the main inlet is located at the southern part of the lake more than 300 m from the coring site. However, a heavy rainfall triggering a flood would probably induce runoff in the steep slopes and avalanche corridors next to the coring site. The gravels within turbidites would likely be originating from slope processes above the coring site, supported by the angular shape and the size of > 2 mm diameter related to short-distance sediment transport. Moreover, the presence of coarse material identified by CT imagery can also be explained by in-core movement during coring.

4.1.2 Wet-avalanche-induced deposits

We observed remarkable deposition of isolated (F1A) as well as aggregated pebbles (F1G) within the fine sediment matrix. Based on the Q90–Q50 diagram (Fig. 2c) similar median values are characterizing F1A and F1G facies, suggesting similar deposition energy. However, both Q90 and sorting values are higher for F1G which is related to an additional sandy fraction in the fine sediment, inducing multimodal grain size distribution (Fouinat et al., 2017a). As observed on pebbles present in the flood-induced deposits, both the angular shape and the large size suggest short-distance transport. Moreover, based on the grain size measurements, we did not identify evidence of gradation or erosive base characterizing debris flow in lacustrine environment, thus excluding a dense subaqueous sediment transport (Sletten et al., 2003; Irmler et al., 2006). The coarse material would then be transported from the steep slopes, without water current, and deposited in the lake basin. Observations in the western part of the watershed, of both wet avalanches cones at the bottom of the avalanche corridors, suggest pebbles origin from the steep slopes. Due to their density and high water content, wet avalanches occurring preferably in spring season would
be either deposited on the lake ice or directly in the water if the ice was already melted. The transported coarse sediment fraction would in the first case be stored on lake ice and then be spread to the lake basin by drifting ice and deposited as drop stones at spring season (Luckman, 1975; Nesje et al., 2007; Vasskog et al., 2011). This scenario would also depend on the quantity of sediment transported and the magnitude of the avalanche flow. From our results it seems difficult to estimate an avalanche magnitude which would probably depend on the quantity of material transported and the distance from the avalanche corridor. In this case, a multicoring study would be more appropriate to precisely characterize the spread of those avalanche deposits. However, a high-magnitude avalanche would probably break the ice and sediment would enter directly into water, creating a large aggregation of sediment at the bottom. This is more likely the case for the three thicker mass-wasting deposits found in LAU11 characterized by heterogeneous fine sediment fractions, numerous pebbles (Fig. 3) and beveled units in the seismic profiles (Fig. 2).

4.2 Potential influence of vegetation on the avalanche and flood chronicles

To understand the potential impacts of past human landscape management on the flood and avalanche chronicles, we investigated the past vegetation dynamics. From 3300 to 760 yr cal. BP, pollen analysis exhibits fluctuations of the arboreal taxa from 55% to 90% of the total pollen counts, with lower arboreal pollen percentages coinciding with higher percentages of the anthropic taxa (Fig. 7). Those anthropogenic pollens were identified as Plantago and Rumex, suggesting the occurrence of grazing activities, and as Cerealia, suggesting the presence of crops. At approximately 760 yr cal. BP (±50), a major shift in the vegetation cover is interpreted from a drop of the Pinus taxa counts and other trees such as Abies, Pinus and Picea, as well as a sharp increase in Poaceae based on the herb pollen sum nearly reaching 50% of the total pollen counts. The increase in the herb group coincides with a clear increase in undetermined monolete spores related to ferns present in the undergrowth taxa. However, at the same time, we do not observe any increase.
Figure 8. Comparison between Lake Lauvitel avalanche record and climate parameters over the last 350 years. (a) Tree-ring-based avalanche record from Corona et al. (2013); (b) spring temperature (AMJ) record (on a 31-year average in red) and (c) winter precipitation (DJFMA) (mm) (on a 31-year average in blue) based on instrumental and documentary proxy data on a monthly basis from Casty et al. (2005). Data are summarized in box-and-whisker plots corresponding to each identified period (P1 to P7). (d) Lake Lauvitel avalanche frequency and avalanche deposit thickness. Grey bands indicate the period of higher avalanche frequency.

in the *Polypodium* or *Pteridium* fern taxa. The presence of the monolete spores could then be related to the reworking of litter material by the erosion of the old spores due to tree clearance (Fig. 5). The pollen record exhibits a progressive increase in the anthropic taxa, leading to a major vegetation change probably related to a strong human pressure. This hypothesis is supported by nearby pollen records exhibiting an increase in the anthropic taxa at comparable dates (Coûteaux, 1983; Tessier et al., 1993; Nakagawa et al., 2000). In the same period, the avalanche record exhibits a considerable increase in frequency (Fig. 7). In addition, we observe the last thick (52 cm) avalanche event of the entire chronicle, dated at 760 yr cal. BP, denoting poor stabilization of the sediment on the slopes during this period. Based on the pollen analysis and avalanche characteristics, we interpret this event as a result of a major vegetation change related to human practices. Supporting this hypothesis, the average number of avalanches recorded before the deforestation is 2.2 per century, and after 780 yr cal. BP increases to 13.3 per century, increasing the probability to record a wet avalanche by a factor of 6. We consider this deforestation to be the trigger of a major tipping point in the avalanche regimes. In the case of Lake Lauvitel, the avalanche recurrence strongly increased with the human-induced land cover...
changes, especially in the western part of the watershed hosting the avalanche corridors. Similar observations led García-Hernández et al. (2017) to attribute observed avalanche frequency rise to an increasing in grazing pressure in the Asturian Massif (NW of Spain) at the end of the 19th century. The reconstructed flood frequency increase coincides with the presence of anthropic taxa in the pollen diagram, even before the land opening event. Moreover, higher flood frequency is also observed when *Pinus* pollen is found in lower proportions in 2380–1930, 1110–970 and 640–520 yr cal. BP, and additionally after the land opening event in 780 yr cal. BP. Human activities influencing vegetation dynamics in the southern part of the watershed are also supported by the presence of micro-charcoal found in soils. Human activities in those types of Alpine lake settings can have a significant impact on flood activity as previously suggested (Giguët-Covex et al., 2011; Brisset et al., 2017). Erosion process modalities in the southern part of the catchment are still to be studied in order to establish a reliable sediment-based flood chronicle for Lake Lauvitel.

### 4.3 Climate forcing on wet avalanches

#### 4.3.1 Wet avalanche occurrence compared to climatic instrumental data over the last 350 years

The presence of pebbles (>2 mm) in Lake Lauvitel sediment, identified through numerical counting, allows us to reconstruct past avalanche activity (Fouinat et al., 2017a). Wet avalanches are generally interpreted as being triggered by snowpack destabilization mainly due to both thick snow cover and high spring temperature. To assess the local reliability, we compared spring temperature (AMJ) (Fig. 8b) and winter precipitation (DJFMA) (Fig. 8c) from 1660 AD based on instrumental record and documentary proxy data on a monthly basis from Casty et al. (2005). Data are geographically centered on the study site on a 0.5° × 0.5° spatial grid and averaged over a 31-year period in order to avoid interannual variability.

During the last 350 years, we distinguish between two main intervals, T1 and T2 (1660–1840 and 1840–2000 AD), based on a transition between the minimum arboreal pollen proportions (T1: 45 %) to a progressive increase to values similar to before the tipping point (T2: 80 %). Given vegetation has an effect on avalanche occurrence, we need to compare climatic setting within each main interval potentially influencing higher avalanche frequency (grey bands, P2: 1720–1840 AD, P4: 1920–1940 AD, P6: 1969–1992 AD). Within T1, 97 % of avalanches occur during the period P2, which is characterized by warmer median, third quartile and extreme values of spring temperature. Winter precipitation exhibits higher extreme values but the lower median and third quartile are probably denoting a thinner snow cover than P1. According to climate parameters, during low arboreal pollen proportion, avalanches occur preferably during periods of warmer
spring temperatures but with relatively less winter precipitation. Warmer temperatures enhance snow melting and increase probabilities to have a rain on snow event, favorable to wet avalanche occurrence (Baggi and Schweizer, 2009; Eckert et al., 2013).

In the T2 interval, higher avalanche frequency periods (P4 and P6) exhibit the lowest spring temperatures median and extreme values. In addition, winter precipitation is notably higher (median values, third quartile and extreme values). Thus, avalanches occur preferably during periods of extreme winter precipitation, rather than periods of warmer spring temperature. Based on increased tree cover, more frequent avalanche occurrence could be related to either increased snow loading at lower altitudes or destabilization of the thick snowpack at higher altitudes (e.g., beyond tree line) later in the season.

The longest avalanche record of the French Alps is based on tree rings along the Echapp avalanche path (Fig. 8a), situated approximately 70 km southeast of Lake Lauvitel in the Queyras massif (Corona et al., 2013). Two periods with high avalanche activity have been identified as 1802–1820 and 1846–1867 AD. Considering our age model uncertainties for this period (±48 yr cal. BP), these two periods could correspond to the two avalanche frequency peaks in Lake Lauvitel (1760–1780 and 1800–1820 AD). Moreover, the period of 1970–1980 AD, known for heavy snowfall in the Alps (Castebrunet et al., 2012), exhibits events in both records. A perfect concordance between those two records is however unlikely as avalanches are controlled by specific extreme weather conditions. Reardon et al. (2008) found that environmental parameters such as vegetation cover are influencing avalanche triggers and that the occurrence of avalanches is associated with positive snowpack anomalies. As snow loading depends on wind direction, discrepancies in snow accumulation are possible from one valley to another (McCollister et al., 2003). In the end, the Lake Lauvitel pebble deposits are in accordance with climate parameters and seem representative of at least the valley sensitivity to avalanches.

4.3.2 Past wet avalanche activity under regional climatic setting

To investigate the 3300-year long wet avalanche chronicle (Fig. 9), we compare our avalanche chronicle with records related to winter precipitation and temperature over several millennia. It is commonly accepted that the major factors forcing the Alpine glacial extent are annual temperature and winter precipitation (Vincent, 2005; Solomina et al., 2016). The Mer de Glace glacier length record (Le Roy et al., 2015), located in the western French Alps, as well as the proglacial Lake Muzelle record, located 3 km from the study site (Fouinat et al., 2017b), allow long-term comparison with past glacier dynamics. Additionally, temperature variability is issued from the central European relative summer temperature reconstruction from Büntgen et al. (2011) based on pine and larch tree-rings at high altitude in the Alpine region.

Lake Lauvitel higher wet avalanche frequency occurred in 2570–2510, 2250–2180, 2090–2050, 1945–1910, 1660–1570, 1460–1320, 860–1730, 640–440, 370–290 and 250–90 yr cal. BP (in grey; Fig. 9d), which coincide with periods of larger extent of the Mer de Glace glacier (Fig. 9c). The only exception is dated at 2250–1910 yr cal. BP, when high frequency is coinciding with a retreated phase of the Mer de Glace but is synchronous with a local glacier advance in the Écrins massif (Le Roy et al., 2017), as well as enhanced glacial activity issued from the Lake Bramant sediment record (Guyard et al., 2007). It is probable, for wet avalanches to occur on a multicentennial timescale, that sufficient winter precipitation is necessary to produce a thick enough snow cover. This result is supported by previous studies on avalanche deposits recorded in lake sediment which attributed increased occurrence to the climate-driven increase in glacial activity (Blikra and Nemee, 1998; Nesje et al., 2007). However, at a sub-centennial scale, Lake Lauvitel avalanche frequency peaks also coincide with both periods of lower clastic input in nearby proglacial Lake Muzelle, denoting a lower influence of glacier erosion in lake sediment (Fig. 9b) and with warmer relative European summer temperatures (Fig. 9a). In this case, temperature control on avalanche occurrence could be significant and would affect the snow cover and create more frequent wet avalanches.

Over long periods, our study highlights both the role of climate parameters (temperature and winter precipitation) and vegetation cover changes on the past wet avalanche hazard. The role of increased winter precipitation related to large glacier advances is essential on snowpack thickness for avalanches to occur. Within these periods, the thick snowpack seems to be preferably destabilized by warmer spring temperatures. In the context of predicted warmer temperatures, wet avalanches could be more frequent, especially in low-forested areas or higher altitudes, either induced by warmer spring temperatures or rain on snow. Further long-term wet avalanches records in the Alpine area would help to better understand special extent of these forcing parameters and verify our interpretations.

5 Conclusion

High-resolution sedimentological and CT imagery analyses of Lake Lauvitel sequence revealed 319 event layers over the last 3300 years. A total of 153 of these deposits present a fine upward trend with a strong relationship between median values and coarser percentile suggesting a water current origin. These events were interpreted as flood-related deposits. The other 166 deposits were characterized by a multimodal grain size distribution with presence of a sand fraction but also gravel and pebble size minerogenic elements within a fine sediment matrix with no evidence of grada-
tion. They were interpreted as induced by wet avalanches. Local human activity was reconstructed using pollen analysis and revealed a major vegetation change at 780 yr cal. BP (±50 years) interpreted as a large forest clearance. This period may have induced a shift in wet avalanche occurrence and may have caused a tipping point significantly increasing their frequency after this human-induced landscape change.

The comparison between instrumental and climate records on a multicentennial scale shows that wet avalanches in Lake Lauvitel preferentially occur during larger glacial extent when climate conditions induce a sufficiently thick snow cover. On a sub-centennial timescale, events are more frequent when spring temperature is warmer, generating snowpack destabilization and/or an increase of rain on snow. Higher winter precipitation has the same effect, even while spring temperatures are relatively colder denoting a probable snowpack destabilization later in the season. Thus, the combination of high winter precipitation and warmer temperatures seems to be major climatic forcing on the occurrence of wet avalanches in Lake Lauvitel both under low and high anthropic pressure on the watershed. In the Alps, predicted warmer temperatures may induce an evolution of the avalanche hazard towards more wet avalanches especially at higher altitudes. Further studies on wet avalanches are necessary in order to better understand past occurrence and climate forcing of these events on a regional scale.
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